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I.

Introduction
Countries, regions, states, and cities are increasingly demonstrating their willingness to

reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Still, current and proposed levels of global action are
nowhere near adequate to avert the worst of climate change’s impacts (UNEP, 2014; SDSN and
IDDRI, 2014).
Economists tend to favor price-based mechanisms, in particular cap-and-trade and carbon
taxes, that would make GHG emissions more expensive, providing a price signal to shift towards
less emissions-intensive behaviors. These types of mechanisms are certainly important, but
political realities tend to result in caps or taxes that are not stringent enough to achieve the
required level of reductions. To address this situation, this article proposes adoption of ‘action’
approaches that directly spur action to reduce emissions — either by using revenues from a
carbon tax or cap-and-trade allowance auction to cost-effectively purchase additional reductions
or by setting an emission reduction target that requires emitters to achieve or acquire a certain
amount of reductions for every ton emitted.
These reduction-based action approaches, elements of which are already found in several
jurisdictions, could significantly increase levels of decarbonization. For example, where a
conventional price-based approach might achieve a 20% reduction, an action approach
theoretically could achieve a 60% reduction at the same cost to emitters (or that same 20%
reduction for a ninth of the cost). Action policies could thus be key, low-cost drivers of
accelerated action – and could be integral parts of U.S. states’ compliance plans for the
Environmental Protection Agency’s Clean Power Plan or of countries’ Intended Nationally
Determined Contributions for the Paris Conference of the Parties (COP 21).

II.

Overview of Action Approaches
The key elements of an action approach are: (1) emitters pay based on their level of

emissions; (2) proceeds go toward achieving additional reductions; and (3) reductions are
achieved cost-effectively. This article discusses three types of action policies:
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Action taxes — carbon taxes that use tax revenues to purchase additional reductions costeffectively, such as through a reverse auction;1



Action caps — cap-and-trade mechanisms that use revenues from allowance auctions to
purchase additional reductions cost-effectively, such as through a reverse auction; and



Action targets — emission reduction targets that require emitters to achieve or acquire a
certain amount of reductions for every ton emitted (essentially a tax paid in reductions
rather than money); for cost-effectiveness, these reductions would be tradable.
Economists favor price-based mechanisms because they create price signals that drive

reductions and ensure cost-effectiveness. Action approaches focus on achieving reductions
rather than on making emissions more expensive, but it is important to note that they do not do
away with price signals altogether. For example, the tax or auction price associated with an
action tax or action cap conveys a price signal that helps drive reductions. This initial price
signal, however, is not the only driver of action. Emission reductions are achieved in large part
through the investment of revenues (in the case of an action tax or cap) or the specified reduction
goal (in the case of an action target). The use of market mechanisms — reverse auctions for an
action tax or cap and reduction trading for action targets — ensures that reductions will be made
cost-effectively.2
III.

Action Taxes
A conventional carbon tax raises the cost of emissions to create an incentive for emitters

to switch to low-emission or no-emission alternatives. Achieving sufficient decarbonization
would require quite a large tax — larger than most companies and consumers appear to be
willing to pay at this time (Jenkins, 2014). Even without such a large tax, however, the climate
objective could still be achieved – if the proceeds of a smaller carbon tax are used to purchase
additional reductions. Tax revenue could go into a government fund that uses a reverse auction to

1

A reverse auction buys rather than sells things.
Emission/reduction trading is a well-understood tool for achieving cost-effective regulation (Goodstein & Polasky,
2014). Use of reverse auctions for renewable power purchase agreements in the UK, China, Brazil, and elsewhere
appears to have reduced prices significantly (Cozzi, 2012).
2
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purchase additional reductions in order of price, cheapest first.3 This ‘action tax’ would yield
much greater decarbonization than a conventional tax set at the same level.
The operation and benefits of an action tax are illustrated in the simplified, static model
in Figure 1. For simplicity, the model assumes a linear marginal abatement cost curve (which is
generally consistent with many economic models) and that all reductions, revenues, and
payments occur immediately (i.e., the model has no time component).4 Figure 1 shows that, for
any tax T, investing the proceeds (rectangle c) in additional reductions (triangle d) increases the
level of reduction from R to R’.
Table 1 shows the significant differences between the reductions from a conventional tax
(R) and from an action tax (R’) set at T. Assuming all tax proceeds are invested cost-effectively
in additional reductions, then c (the proceeds of the tax) equals d (the government’s share of the
cost of the additional reductions). One can then derive mathematically that R’ equals √(2R –
R2).5 In theory then, as shown in Table 1, a tax that would achieve a 20% reduction
conventionally would achieve a 60% reduction as an action tax.
Just as an action tax can achieve more reductions than a conventional carbon tax of equal
size, it can also achieve an equal number of reductions at lower cost. The equation CA/CC = R’/(2
– R’) (0 < R’ < 1) shows how much cheaper it would be, proportionately, to achieve R’ with an
action tax than with a conventional tax.6 Table 2 shows, for example, that the cost to emitters of

3

The reverse auction could be run using direct purchases or tradable put options (Ghosh, Müller, Pizer, and Wagner,
2012). To participate in the reverse auction, an emitter would have to demonstrate the ability to take a specific
action that will result in a measurable, verifiable, and permanent reduction in emissions. Emitters also must ensure
emissions will not “leak” to other locations. Reductions could be subject to environmental, social, and economic
criteria to ensure that actions taken to reduce emissions do not cause any inadvertent harm (e.g., the tax could be
made less regressive by giving priority to reductions that assist low-income populations). They could also be subject
to third party monitoring, reporting, and verification procedures. It is also possible that some portion of the tax
proceeds could be dedicated to other climate objectives — such as promoting climate resilience or investing in R&D
— though this would reduce the rate at which reductions could be achieved.
4
Additional analysis is needed to assess a range of questions raised by moving from a static to a dynamic model
(i.e., incorporating a time component), such as the timing of auctions, whether auction fund payments should be
made ex post or ex ante (before or after the reductions are actually achieved), whether payments should be periodic
or lump-sum, the effect of increasing the tax in future periods, and the potential for accelerating future reductions by
driving down technology and abatement costs through learning-by-doing and economies of scale.
5
The derivation is mathematically elementary and can be found in the appendix. The reverse auction would incur
some transaction costs, which will slightly reduce R’, however experience with the Clean Development Mechanism
and renewable energy reverse auctions suggests that the transaction costs will be fairly small.
6
The derivation can be found in the appendix.
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achieving a 20% reduction in emissions with an action tax could be one-ninth the cost of doing
so with a conventional tax.7
Figure 1 – Action Tax

Diagonal arrow: marginal abatement cost curve (MACC)
T: Level of conventional carbon tax required to achieve reduction R
R: Reduction achieved by conventional tax T
R’: Reduction achieved by action tax set at T (or conventional tax set at T ’)
T ’: Level of conventional carbon tax required to achieve reduction R’
a: Cost to emitters of achieving reduction R
c: Proceeds from action tax T
b + d: Cost of additional reductions purchased with proceeds from tax T (with b covered by emitters
and d covered by the government fund)8
a + b + c: Expenditures by emitters to achieve reduction R’ under action tax T
a + b + c + d + e: Expenditures by emitters to achieve reduction R’ under conventional tax T ’

7

Table 1 and Table 2 both assume an efficient reduction market. The exact benefits of an action tax in terms of cost
to emitters depends on the policy approach to which an action tax is being compared; the figures here are in relation
to the proceeds of the tax going into general revenues. A tradeoff inherent in using revenues to fund additional
reductions is that one loses the ability to recycle that revenue to offset welfare impacts on energy consumers and
industry, whether through offsetting tax cuts or “dividend” payments. The comparative distributional impacts of
various revenue uses require further analysis.
8
Emitters should be willing to pay up to T towards reductions to avoid paying the tax T.
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Table 1 – Values of R and R’ as T increases
R
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20%
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R’
Cost Ratio (CA / CC)

20%
1/9

44%
11/39

60% 80% 100%
3/7 2/3
1/1

Table 2 – Cost of achieving R’ with an action tax (CA) versus a conventional tax (CC)

Using revenues to achieve additional reductions rather than to offset cuts in other taxes or
to pay dividends to the public would mean forfeiting a potential political bargaining chip (or
public selling point) that some might see as essential for getting climate policies adopted in the
first place.9 However, precisely because an action tax achieves additional decarbonization, it
may in fact be able to secure greater political support from the public than a conventional carbon
tax. For instance, a July 2014 survey found that support for a carbon tax in the United States was
markedly higher across all political categories (majorities of Democrats, Republicans, and
Independents) when the proceeds of the tax were used for climate purposes (in the case of this
survey, to fund renewable energy research and development) than when the revenues went
towards deficit reduction; using the proceeds for climate purposes also received more support
than rebating the proceeds to the public (Amdur, Rabe, and Borick, 2014).
Indeed, several governments that have instituted carbon taxes invest the proceeds in
additional reduction measures, though it does not appear that any utilize a reverse auction to
spend the revenues cost-effectively.10 Some have made investment of proceeds in reductions the
9

One could argue, though, that politicians that are ideologically opposed to action on climate change will not be
persuaded to support a carbon tax no matter what is done with the revenue. In addition, political realities might
result in tax proceeds being apportioned to a range of purposes, including achieving reductions, offsetting taxes, and
paying citizen dividends, though this would clearly reduce the level of reductions that could be achieved.
10
The Australian government has instituted a reverse auction approach, with the first auction occurring in April
2015, but it has scrapped the country’s carbon tax (Australian Government, 2015). Reverse auctions have also been
used to purchase renewable energy and energy efficiency in the U.S., India, and elsewhere (AEP Ohio, 2014;
Zahodiakin, 2012; Cozzi, 2012; Pearson, 2011), and the World Bank is planning to use them for its Pilot Auction
Facility for Methane and Climate Change Mitigation (Carr, 2014), though these too have not been linked to carbon
tax revenue.
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central feature of the policy, while for others it is more peripheral. The U.S. city of Boulder,
Colorado has a carbon tax based on electricity consumption that has funded most of the city’s
GHG reduction efforts since 2007, including transportation initiatives, energy efficiency, and
renewable energy programs (City of Boulder, 2014; City of Boulder, 2013). Revenues from
Costa Rica’s carbon tax (on gasoline) provide part of the funding for incentives to property
owners for forest conservation (FONAFIFO, 2014; World Bank, 2014). In Switzerland, onethird of carbon tax revenue is used to reduce emissions from buildings (Swiss OFEV, 2013;
Chuffart, 2013). In Japan, the Tax for Climate Change Mitigation (a tax on fossil fuels) directs
its revenues toward various emission reduction measures, including energy conservation and
renewable energy. In rolling out the tax, the Japanese government clearly distinguished between
the ‘price effect’ on reductions and what it called the ‘budget effect’ (i.e., investing tax revenues
for more reductions), projecting that by 2020 the budget effect will produce two to ten times
more reductions than the price effect (Japan Ministry of the Environment, 2012).
IV.

Action Caps
Action caps are similar to action taxes — the main difference being that revenues come

from cap-and-trade allowance auctions rather than from a carbon tax.11
As with action taxes, there are existing examples of cap-and-trade systems that include an
action element, though, again, none appear to utilize reverse auctions to ensure cost-effective
procurement of reductions. Revenues from Québec’s carbon market auctions are deposited in
the Canadian province’s Green Fund to finance its 2013-2020 Climate Change Action Plan
(Québec, 2014). The EU also has an action component to its cap, as the EU ETS Directive
suggests that at least half of auction revenues be used to fight climate change — a suggestion
that some countries (e.g., Germany) have followed and others (e.g., the United Kingdom) have
not (European Commission, 2014; CDC Climat, 2013). In the United States, both the California
cap-and-trade program and the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) — the cap-and-trade
program for the electric power sector operated by nine states in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic
— use revenues from allowance auctions to pay for additional measures to reduce GHG

11

Additional analysis on action caps is needed to assess the interplay between the investment of proceeds in
additional reductions and the effect on allowance prices (as the cap would become easier to meet). The cap may
need to periodically be made more stringent to account for the effects of investment and to raise additional revenue.
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emissions. In California, auction proceeds go into a Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund to support
programs on sustainable communities, clean transportation, energy efficiency, and clean energy
(California LAO, 2014; State of California, 2013). RGGI states decided from the outset to use
some or all of the revenues from auction sales to achieve additional reductions. From 20092013, they invested more than $1 billion into state programs to advance energy efficiency, clean
and renewable energy, and GHG abatement; these programs have avoided about 1.3 million tons
of CO2 emissions to date and are projected to avoid more than 10 million tons over their lifetime
(in addition to returning nearly $3 billion in lifetime energy bill savings to 3.7 million
households and 17,800 businesses in the region) (RGGI, 2015). The RGGI investment program
has been highly effective, quite possibly achieving more decarbonization than the cap itself
(Ramseur, 2013).12
V.

Action Targets
Some jurisdictions may decide against adopting a carbon tax or cap-and-trade program

for various reasons, but these jurisdictions could still build effective climate change mitigation
programs using action targets. Under an action target, emitters must achieve or obtain a fraction
of a ton of GHG reductions for each ton they emit during a compliance period. For example, an
action target of 10% for the period 2015-2020 would require emitters subject to the target to
demonstrate that during this period they had achieved or acquired GHG reductions equal to 10%
of their total emissions (i.e., one ton of reductions for every ten tons emitted). One could think
of an action target as a type of carbon tax, with the obligation paid in reductions instead of
money. Rather than require emitters to pay into a government-operated fund that buys
reductions, action targets require emitters to directly achieve or acquire reductions. For costeffectiveness, a reduction market would allow companies to purchase reduction credits when that
is the more affordable option.13
12

RGGI Chairwoman Kelly Speakes-Backman, who also serves on Maryland's Public Service Commission, called
the investment of auction revenue “the secret in this whole sauce”, noting that "by taking the short-term costs of
compliance with a cap-and-trade scheme and investing that to the long-term," states can reduce their emissions and
their electricity costs (Detrow, 2015).
13
Some U.S. states have adopted approaches that have some similarities to action targets. For instance, Oregon
passed a Carbon Dioxide Standard for new power plants in 1997, which requires new baseload plants to use offsets
for some or all of their efforts to meet the standard (set at 17% below the most efficient baseload gas plant in the
country). New plants can either do offsets themselves or can take the “monetary path”, which means paying a
standard dollar amount per ton (currently $1.27) to The Climate Trust to invest in offsets (The Climate Trust, 2014;
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Action targets ‘mirror’ action taxes. Just as an action tax set at T in Figure 1 can achieve
reductions R’, an action target set at R’ will theoretically cost emitters the same as an action tax
set at T.14
Beyond their low cost, action targets can provide a number of advantages compared to a
conventional cap or intensity target (emissions per unit GDP), particularly for developing
countries. For one thing, they provide greater certainty about the level of effort required to
reduce emissions. Given that projected business-as-usual emissions and projected GDP can be
difficult to predict, fixed caps and intensity targets based on such predictions can both produce a
wide range of outcomes (Baumert & Goldberg, 2006; Pizer, 2005). In contrast, the level of
abatement effort required under action targets varies very little, as the reduction requirement is
tied not to projections but to the level of actual emissions (Baumert & Goldberg, 2006).
Unanticipated changes in the economy or other factors that affect emissions would have a
relatively small impact on the amount emitters will have to reduce, particularly early on when
targets are likely to be modest. If GDP (and consequently emissions) growth levels are higher
than expected, then slightly more tons of reductions will be needed. If growth levels are lower
than expected, slightly fewer reductions will be required.15
Related to the fact that action targets provide greater certainty of effort is that they also
provide certainty that there will be effort. As just noted, if events unexpectedly drive emissions
or emission intensity down, action targets ensure that the quantity of reductions needed may be
reduced but not eliminated, as may occur under a fixed cap or intensity target. Action to achieve
or acquire reductions is always required.
Action targets could be beneficial at the international level. Climate science makes clear
that to achieve a safe level of atmospheric GHG concentrations all countries must make
significant GHG reductions. Until carbon emissions are decoupled from economic growth, it
Oregon Dept. of Energy, 2010). Action targets also could mesh easily with rate-based approaches such as the EPA
Clean Power Plan.
14
It can be inferred from this that the values given in Tables 1 and 2 apply as well to action targets. Table 1
essentially compares what reductions can be achieved for equal cost to emitters. For cost a + b + c (or the
equivalent a + b + d), Table 1 shows how many more reductions an action target set at R’ (or an action tax set at T)
can achieve compared to a conventional price approach of equal cost.
15
As action targets get higher in successive commitment periods, the range of uncertainty about effort may rise
accordingly (although still less than under fixed caps), but in the crucial early years, emitters will have much greater
certainty about what they need to do.
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remains difficult for less wealthy countries to make commitments based on economy-wide
reductions relative to past emissions. Because action targets minimize the risk associated with
target setting but guarantee action to achieve reductions, they enable developing countries to
adopt targets that are politically and economically viable and that bend the emissions trajectory
downward, even while allowing developing economies to continue to grow.
VI.

Conclusion
By focusing squarely on spurring reductions, action approaches can achieve greater

decarbonization than conventional approaches at the same cost – or the same reductions at lower
cost. Action approaches could be used by U.S. states devising plans to meet the Environmental
Protection Agency’s power plant rules, by cities trying to drive climate action, and by countries
considering their contributions to the global effort to combat climate change. They are
potentially potent policy tools that could greatly enhance the possibility of achieving the deep
decarbonization needed to address the daunting challenge of climate change.
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Appendix: Derivations of Equations
Derivation of R’
As noted in the paper and in the graphic, tax proceeds are c, and the reverse auction expenditure
for more reductions is d. If all tax proceeds go to the reverse auction, then c = d.

c = (1-R’) x T
d = ½ x (R’-R) x (T’-T)
So (1-R’) x T = ½ x (R’-R) x (T’-T)
Because the MACC is linear, the ratio of R’ to R is the same as the ratio of T’ to T, so T’ = T x
R’/R
(1-R’) x T = ½ x (R’-R) x ((TR’/R) -T)
T – TR’ = ½ x ((TR’2/R) – TR’ – (TR’R/R) + TR)
2 (T – TR’) = (TR’2/R) – TR’ – TR’ + TR
2T – 2TR’ = (TR’2/R) – 2TR’ + TR
2T = (TR’2/R) + TR
2 = (R’2/R) + R
2R = R’2 + R2
2R - R2 = R’2
√(2R- R2) = R’

Derivation of CA / CC
Again, because the MACC is linear, the ratio of R’ to R is the same as the ratio of T’ to T, so T’
= T x R’/R
CA = cost to emitters to get to R’ under action tax = a+b+c, which, if all tax proceeds go to the
reverse auction (and thus c equals d), also equals a+b+d.
CA = a+b+d = T’ x R’/2
= T(R’/R) x R’/2
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= TR’2/2R
CC = cost to emitters to get to R’ under conventional tax = a + b + c + d + e = triangle a+b+d
plus rectangle c+e
c + e = T’(1 – R’) = TR’/R x (1 – R’) = TR’/R – TR’2/R
So a + b + c + d + e = TR’2/2R + TR’/R – TR’2/R
= TR’2/2R + 2TR’/2R – 2TR’2/2R
= 2TR’/2R – TR’2/2R
= (2TR’ – TR’2)/2R
CA / CC = (TR’2/2R) / ((2TR’ – TR’2)/2R)
= TR’2/(2TR’ – TR’2)
= R’2/(2R’ – R’2)
= R’/(2 – R’)
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